
 Name: ___________________________ Per._____                                          

LEGO Robotics  - Design Report 
1. Below, create a multi-view sketch (top-view and side-view) of one of the attachments that you added to 

your robot for the World Class challenge missions. 

2. What were the constraints of your attachment design? Describe limitations you had when designing your 
attachment. Think about some trade-offs that you made in your design. 

3. Describe how your attachment worked and what you had to think about when designing it. Think about the 
criteria of the challenge mission and what your priorities were for your design. How did your attachment 
help your robot successfully complete this specific mission? 



4. Sketch a view of what your attachment was designed to do. Show it in action during the mission. 

5. Explain one modification you had to make to your attachment design? 

Highly Proficient (4) Proficient (3) Nearly Proficient (2) Developing (1)

Training: Programming Design 
Student completed nearly all of 
the training tasks (≥ 3) and 
created multiple original 
programs to complete given 
challenges (≥ 70 points).

Training: Programming Design 
Student completed nearly all of 
the training tasks (≤ 3) and 
created multiple original 
programs to complete given 
challenges (40-65 points).

Training: Programming Design 
Student attempted/completed 
only some of the training tasks (≤ 
2) and created multiple original 
programs to attempt given 
challenges (20-35 points). 

Training: Programming Design 
Student attempted the training 
tasks but was unable to 
complete more than one of the 
tasks and/or failed to complete 
the challenges (≤ 15 points).

Final Missions: Programming & Design 
Student completed at least two 
original programs for final 
missions. 

At least one advanced, multiple-
step mission includes creative 
design and advanced sensors. 

≥ 70 Final Mission Points*

Final Missions: Programming & Design 
Student completed at least two 
original programs for final 
missions. 

Sensors are used as an integral 
part of programming design. 

25-65 Final Mission Points* 

*Teacher may adjust for quality 
of advanced programs.  

Final Missions: Programming & Design 
Student attempted to complete 
1-2 original programs for final 
missions. 

10-20 Final Mission Points

Final Missions: Programming & Design 
Programs are too incomplete or 
no attempt was made to 
program one original mission. 

< 10 Final Mission Points

Design Report: Attachments 
Attachment design is clearly 
supported through a discussion 
of the criteria, constraints, trade-
offs, priorities and modifications 
made. 

Design Report: Attachments 
Attachment design is clearly 
connected to the purpose of the 
mission(s). 

Attachment design follows the 
criteria and constraints for the 
stated need.

Design Report: Attachments 
There is evidence of attachment 
design, but little connection is 
made to purpose. 

Design Report: Attachments 
No evidence of attachment 
design is given. 


